HOLY ROSARY ACADEMY  
PRE-KINDERGARTEN SUPPLY LIST  

PLEASE SEND ONLY THE ITEMS ON THE LIST – NO “EXTRA” ITEMS!  
PLEASE LABEL EACH ITEM WITH NAME – INCLUDING CLOTHING

➢ Crib sheet cover to cover cot (cots provided)  
➢ 2 - boxes of 8 CRAYOLA BRAND Jumbo “So Big” (not large) crayons ~ label each crayon with name  
➢ 1 - box of 8 CRAYOLA BRAND Fat Washable Markers in CLASSIC colors ~ label each marker with name  
➢ 1 - bottle of liquid glue and 4 Jumbo Glue Sticks (Elmer’s brand)  
➢ 2 - #2 FAT pencils  
➢ 1 - black (preferred) Plastic Sliding Pencil Box  
➢ 1 - Package of copy paper  
➢ 1 - earbuds

• GIRLS bring: Paper towels, Large box of Kleenex and Clorox wipes  
• BOYS bring: Box of sandwich zip-loc bags, large container of wet wipes, and hand sanitizer

❖ In case of accident or spills, extra change of clothes to be kept at school: shirt, pants, underwear, socks. Please place in a zip-loc bag with name on the outside). NO PULL UPS ALLOWED AT SCHOOL.  
❖ Old shirt for art

*School Bag and Blanket – HRA to provide for families (along with BEAR book materials)